














FFDN EJV, LLC & 233 BOSTON POST RD LLC 

233 Boston Post Road 

Statement of Use 

May 1, 2024 

Fine Fettle Dispensary (“Fine Fettle”) seeks to amend this Commission’s February 2023 

special exception approval (“Approval”) for Fine Fettle’s adult use cannabis facility located at 

233 Boston Post Road to delete Condition 2.  On-site experience and the adult use market 

demonstrate that Fine Fettle can operate successfully without the sales limitations contained in 

that condition. 

At the time of the Approval, the Commission expressed concern about the potential 

traffic issues in the vicinity of the store as well as the adequacy of the existing parking lot.  To 

address those concerns, Fine Fettle offered to limit sales at the property to presales only, with a 

maximum hourly transaction limit.  Prior to the store’s opening, in July 2023, the Commission 

approved Fine Fettle’s parking management plan as required by Condition 3 of the Approval.  

As approved, that plan required LAZ Parking to manage the parking lot during the initial 

operation period and Fine Fettle to provide traffic and parking reports for the first several weeks 

of operations.  Fine Fettle complied with this condition via a written report (attached) and 

various discussions with Zoning Commission staff. 

Condition 7 of the Approval authorizes modifications of the Approval conditions, with 

the provision of data relevant to the requested modification, such as parking and transactions.  As 

the Commission will recall, Condition 2 of the Approval reads, in relevant part, as follows: 

All sales shall be presales with pick up by appointment only.  There shall be no 

more than five (5) appointments per ten (10) minute period.  

Since opening in January 2024, Fine Fettle has not experienced any issues with parking nor have 

any traffic issues arisen with the store’s operation.  The facility’s operations have not resulted in 

the need for any police presence to manage flows of traffic along Boston Post Road. As noted in 

the parking management reports, there were no issues with traffic flows or parking shortfalls 

during the initial opening period.  Store management has continued to monitor parking lot usage, 

with a typical off-peak parking occupancy of 5-8 cars at any given time (including employees), 

with peak hours ranging from 10 to 13 cars at any given time during.  Similarly, Fine Fettle has 

managed its transactions closely and routinely reaches full capacity at peak hours, but with an 

average transaction time of only three (3) minutes.   

This combination demonstrates there is not only demand in the market, but also that Fine 

Fettle can accommodate that demand without an adverse impact on traffic and parking. There 

have been no traffic incidents, let alone accidents, and no complaints from neighbors, law 

enforcement, zoning, or town officials since opening.  In fact, the only complaints Fine Fettle has 

received to date have been from unhappy customers turned away or struggling to make orders 

online, resulting in poor customer experiences: 



 

 

 
 

Customers themselves also seek to have the appointment condition lifted, with nearly 1,500 

patrons (of which more than 300 are Old Saybrook residents) signing letters of support for this 

request, copies of which are included in the application materials.   

 

 Fine Fettle has a vested interest in ensuring that its store runs smoothly and has adequate 

parking capacity, lest the customer experience – a key consideration for its operations – be 

further impacted.  It respectfully requests the deletion of Condition 2 of the Approval. 
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Amy Souchuns

From: Benjamin Zachs <bzachs@finefettle.com>
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2024 11:39 AM
To: Chris Costa
Cc: Amy Souchuns
Subject: Fine Fettle - Week 1 Traffic and Parking Update
Attachments: OS Walk in vs PreOrder (1).xlsx; Old Saybrook Daily Transaction Tracker.pdf

Chris, 
 
Per our approved Parking Management Plan, I am emailing an update from our first week of operations. 
 
I am very happy to report of a successful opening of FFDN EJV, LLC dba Fine Fettle - Old Saybrook at 233 Boston Post 
Road, Old Saybrook on January 19, 2023.  

Per our zoning condition, we opened with an appointment only system, capping transactions at 5 per every ten minutes, 
totaling 30 transactions per hour. We opened our online menu and ordering a week prior to opening to understand the 
demand. Additionally, we have had a parking associate from LAZ Parking on site daily from open until close to address 
any potential traffic issues.  

On our first three days of operations, we completed 93% of available transaction slots.  No cars backed up into the 
street.  Even though we overstaffed slightly the first few days for training purposes, the lot had at least five open parking 
slots at any time. On average, 8-11 parking spots were open at a time.  

Through the five days, in addition to the transactions completed, we did turn away 206 potential customers in the first 
four days due to the attempted patron's lack of an appointment. Each of these customers drove into the lot and then 
were asked to turn around to ensure compliance with the permit condition. From a tax perspective, we believe this 
resulted in $628 in lost tax revenue for Old Saybrook. 
 
Attached, I have laid out a spreadsheet of all transactions in each hour of each day since we have been open. 
Additionally, we have listed how many people drove into our lot and turned away and how we handled.  
 
Thanks for your support and we’re happy and excited to be able to send an email with this positive report.  Please share 
this with Chairman Caldarella and the Zoning Commission members and confirm receipt of our email. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Ben 
 
 
Benjamin Zachs 
Fine Fettle 
 
 
 

 

(860) 490-0359  

 

bzachs@finefettle.com  
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Time Customer Name Walk in? Appointment? Pre Order? Aware appt needed prior to arrivalWalkin made on site appointmentWalkin left w/o appointmentNOTES- customer reaction, resolution, etc.......

10:15 Nancy Young yes no no yes yes no

10:37 Kelly Becker yes no no no yes no

11:43 Lady Stika yes no no no yes no

11:46 M Martin yes no no no yes no

12:33 John Cannarella yes no no no yes no

12:34 Arthur Smith yes no no no yes no

1 Meghan Doyle yes no no no yes no

1:08 Christopher Curran yes no no no yes no

1:34 Dave Johnston yes no no no yes no

1:34 Lisa McNellis yes no no no yes no

1:39 Unknown yes no no no no yes said he will return tomorrow 

2:41 Amber Faddis yes no no yes yes no

3:01 Jenna Avery yes no no yes yes no Had thought she had had a preorder/ appt. None found in system

3:33 Brittany Friel & Husband yes no no no no yes

4:37 Thomas Parker yes no no no yes no

5:04 Tanya Raisz yes no no no yes no

7:14 Hugh Durham yes no no no yes no

7:14 Michael Ryan yes no no no yes no

7:43 Ovidio Raffone yes no no no yes no
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